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Foreword
About this guide:
This guide has been commissioned by Film Hub South East as part of the ‘Screens
Everywhere’ programme encouraging screening events for specialist cinema throughout
the region.
The purpose of the document is to provide an overview some of the practical
considerations associated with organising a screening event, an overview of some of the
options available, and case study examples demonstrating four very different event
configurations.

About Film Hub South East:
Film Hub South East is part of a national network of regional Hubs funded and created by
the BFI to expand knowledge of and access to UK Independent and specialised film
through programming and related activities (e.g. talks, discussions, digital presence),
challenging and enriching audiences of all ages and interests. The South East region is
comprised of: Berkshire, East Sussex, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, Oxfordshire, Surrey, West
Sussex.
Working with commercial, cultural and community organisations (including independent
and commercial cinema operators, film societies, art centres, community venues, museums
and galleries, schools and universities), Film Hub South East will help to develop skills and
knowledge through free and subsidised training and the funding of particular projects.
For more information please go to www.filmhubse.org, email FilmHubSE@brighton.ac.uk or
follow us on social media: facebook.com/FilmHubSE and @FilmHubSE

About the guides author:
Tom Bailey is a creative project and film producer, production manager and event
consultant.
He’s been managing cultural events, shows, festivals and film projects for over twelve years
in a range of scales, forms, and contexts. He’s passionate about presenting work in
unconventional settings.
www.shycamera.co.uk
@bomtailey

Disclaimer:
This guide provides an overview of some the event management considerations of
temporary screening events and uses four fictional events to demonstrate the sorts of
decisions which may be appropriate in different instances.
It is not intended as a definitive event management guide, and should not be considered
as such.
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We would encourage all organisers to also consult The Purple Guide to Health, Safety and
Welfare” (new version released March 2014) which offers consensus led guidance from the
Events Industry.
If organisers are in any doubt about their responsibilities relating to Event Management and
Health & Safety, they should always seek professional support.
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INTRODUCTION
This guide provides an introduction to the practical considerations and production
aspects of presenting pop-up style temporary cinema events. With endless possible
configurations and locations for screening events this is a very broad subject, and
we’ve decided to organise this guide in six sections:
Audience	
  
Capacity	
  

Section One covers some of the key
considerations when thinking specifically
about temporary cinema events, and the
sorts of questions one should be asking when
weighing up a location or potential venue.

Licenses	
  &	
  
Permissions	
  

Seating	
  
Options	
  

CORE	
  
CONSIDERATION
S	
  

Sightlines	
  

Weather	
  

Ground	
  
Conditions	
  

Light	
  

Noise	
  

Screen	
  

Other	
  
Options	
  

Source	
  

Sound	
  

THE	
  
SET-‐UP	
  

Section Two looks at The Set-up. The critical
equipment required for a screening event.

Projector	
  

Section Three puts some of these considerations into context by demonstrating how
they might apply to four different fictional case-studies of temporary cinema
events, with details of how these might be staged
Section Four provides a brief overview of the broader Event Management
considerations organisers should be undertaking when planning public events.
Section Five provides links to further sources of information and useful resources.
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SECTION	
  1:	
  CORE	
  CONSIDERATIONS	
  
Temporary cinema events can be staged (almost) anywhere you can imagine –
from rooftops, to car-parks, swimming pools to parks.
In some instances the location will be the first element in place, and will dictate
much of the configuration decisions for the event. At other times a venue will be
chosen from a number of possibilities because it offers the best fit for a screening
event.
Either way, in every instance the location, size and set-up of the event are
completely interrelated, and there are a wide range of things to consider when
planning in order to determine the best configuration for any given screening
event.

Audience Capacities:
Whether your capacity is dictated by the actual number of ticketed seats you have
available, or the maximum number of people you think can fit into an open park
space, working out an accurate audience capacity figure is critical to good, safe,
planning.
It is central to effective planning as it will affect almost everything; from the number
of staff and stewards your event needs to run smoothly, size and specification of
your screening equipment, the number of toilets you need, quantity of
refreshments, to the time to allow for arrival, to name just a few.
In instances where capacity is hard to calculate (ie within an open, busy event site)
it may be useful to work with two figures; the number of people you expect, and
the maximum capacity the space can accommodate. For some elements it’s then
sensible (and more cost effective) to use the first figure; for example the size and
specification of the screen and PA equipment. For others, (and any relating to
event safety), the second figure should be used. For example, for determining
number of stewards required, first aid provision, evacuation planning etc.
Calculating Capacities:
It’s hard to provide solid guidance and advice on the actual process of calculating
capacities as it relies on a combination of an assessment of the specific site in terms
of size and number of entrances and exits, accurate site measurements and
manipulation of scale drawings, and event management experience.
For further information consult the Green Guide: Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds
which offers detailed guidance.
If in any doubt, seek support from an event management professional.
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Seating Options:
Unlike a permanent cinema venue with fixed seating, the layout, number, and type
of seating for a temporary cinema event is a decision organisers must make fairly
early in the planning process.
The selection of seating is completely interrelated with any location decisions and
audience capacity calculations not to mention probably the most critical factor for
audience comfort.
Raked / Sloped Seating:
Much like permanent cinemas or theatre venues raked seating will offer the best
sight-lines for your audience, with each row seating higher up than the last.
•

•

•

•

Bespoke Structures can be designed and built by staging and event
infrastructure companies to fit almost any event site. Built from modular
staging equipment or scaffolding this sort of structure will provide an high
quality cinema seating experience although the cost of installation and
equipment hire may mean that this will only become viable for longer running
installations. There is a range of guidance and best practice for such
structures as a Temporary Demountable Structure (REF – LINK TO OTHER
SECTION) and organisers must ensure that any provider are bone-fide
professional suppliers.
Transportable Grandstand Seating An alternative to the bespoke raked
seating installation is a vehicle mounted grandstand style seating, of which
there is a range of suppliers in the UK. Again these offer a quality raked
seating experience with the benefits of a quick installation and removal time.
Again the hire costs relating to this equipment means that they are often
most appropriate for a longer-running event.
Existing Street Furniture For events hosted in urban settings it’s always worth
investigating whether there are existing features which may serve as tiered
seating. Large stair-cases on municipal building or modern urban
landscaping often have multiuse spaces which can be used to provide
tiered seating.
Natural slopes and hills
Whether it’s a steep bank or a gentle slope park sites will often present an
incline which may work well as a natural rake or amphitheatre, improving
sight-lines a little and giving your audience a better experience.
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Flat Floor Seating:
If you’re dealing with a flat floor location and raked seating is not achievable, there
are plenty of alternative options to consider, for example:
•

•

•
•

Standard folding or fixed event chairs are affordable, easily transportable, and
allow for flexible layout decisions. On the other-hand they may not be as
exciting as other options and can be on the firm side for longer duration events.
Deck Chairs are comfortable, relaxed, and provide a sense of fun. On the other
hand they occupy a relatively large floor-space per person, take some time to
install, and provide a relatively low and reclined sight-line which must be
considered with the screen configuration.
Benches are affordable, quick to install, and give a sense of intimacy. However,
they are often very firm, and offer no back support.
Cinema Style Seating can be hired in from a selection of suppliers. These are
comfortable and the luxury of a cinema seat in a temporary venue can be
exciting. However they can be expensive to hire, and adequate install time must
be factored in.

Of course if the ground conditions and the weather is right, chairs may not be
necessary at all:
•
•

•
•

On the grass, with blankets and pic-nics perhaps.
Hay-bales – can provide a soft seat in out-door settings which is quick to install,
and can often be returned after-use. On the other-hand, they can make a
mess, offer no back support, and need to be properly considered in terms of fire
risk.
Cushions and carpets provide a softer, warmer surface, and can encourage a
relaxed atmosphere.
Fake Turf provides a nice sense of ‘event’ along with a softer surface for hardstanding or bare-earth locations.

Drive-In:
Always popular as a format for pop-up screening events, Drive-In Cinemas offer the
benefit of the audience bringing their own seating! A Drive-In event commits
organisers to a certain scale of event, with large screen set-up required and
sufficient staff to manage moving vehicles.
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Organisers need to consider:
• The available space; how many vehicles can be accommodated and how
will the site be configured.
• Whether the ground conditions are suitable for vehicle use – particularly at
entrances and exits.
• How the access and egress of the vehicles will be managed safely.
• How communication with the audience will be managed if needed.

Ground Conditions
Ground conditions are an central consideration for any event organsier, and are
particularity pertinent for events which might invite audience to sit on the floor for
an extended period of time. Often it will be hard to assess what the conditions are
likely to be based on a single site visit. Instead, it’s a good idea to ask a local
contact with knowledge of the site what to be aware of.
It’s good practice to consider:
• General ground conditions in terms of the risk of audience slips, trips and falls,
• Pedestrian access to site
• Vehicle access on to site; audience and event suppliers vehicles
• Quality of the drainage on the site, and liability to flooding
• Is the ground soft – will vehicles need to park on weight spreading boards?
• What equipment might be needed if the ground is wet / soft / uneven?

Light
A pop-up cinema event (usually) involves the projection of light from a source onto
a flat surface. Ensuring the projection equipment is suitable is an important decision
to make. However, assessment of existing light in any venue can also have a huge
impact on the quality of the image.

Light Pollution:
Try to visit your venue / site at the time of your event to get an accurate idea of
how light the space is. Will you need to secure access to lamp-posts so they can be
switched off for your screening? Is the site over-looked by a building who’s lights are
on throughout the night? Will the venue’s windows need blacking-out? All of these
things take time and resource to implement, so it’s important to be prepared.
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Sunset Timings:
For outdoor events, sunset timings are an important thing to get right. Ordinarily this
will need to be confirmed a long-way in advance so that the event timings can be
communicated to all stakeholders, as well as used in the event marketing and
promotion.
You can find out the sunset time for your event location online
(http://www.timeanddate.com is a good resource). Remember that there is usually
be a delay between listed sunset time and the time when the light will drop to what
one might call dark. There is lots of information on-line on this, but 30-40minutes is a
good rule of thumb.
Finally it is worth checking where the sun sets on your event site. If the sun sets
directly behind your screen, then it may take longer for the light to drop to suitable
levels for projection.
Site Lighting:
Your audience is likely to be arriving in the light, and leaving in the dark. Although
you will be wanting relatively low light for screening, you will also need to ensure
that there is adequate lighting for the audience to move around the site, leave
safely at the end of the event, or in the event of an emergency.

Noise
Leaving aside the options for your event’s playback, which we’ll come to in Section
Two, it’s a good idea to assess potential other noise sources which may interfere
with your event, and whether there is anything you can do to mitigate this.
- Is the site by a busy road?
- Are there other activities associated with the event which may cause sound
clash?
- Are there other events taking place on the same night?
Organisers should also consider noise the other way round. Is the event likely to
cause a noise disturbance to other nearby? If so how can this be managed?
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Weather
Mainly relating to outdoor events, the weather can have a fundamental impact on
your event and the audiences experience. Make sure you’ve thought through
what measures will need to be taken in the event of a range of weather conditions.
Do your best to ensure that you have the plans and equipment in place to give
your event the best opportunity to overcome challenging weather conditions.
Although rain is often the first adverse weather that comes to mind, with screening
events wind is also a critical element because of the screen structures which may
be on an event site. As a popup cinema organiser you must be confident about
the levels of wind and bad weather your screen structure can tolerate, and have a
robust management plan in place for if these levels are exceeded.
At the other end of the scale, if you’re lucky enough to be working in long hot days,
you may also need to think about staff and audience wellbeing relating to heat
and sun.
Be clear, in advance, about what the process of assessing weather will be, how this
will be done, and who will make any resulting decisions.

Sightlines
As with any entertainment event, sight-lines are probably the most important driver
as to whether audiences have a positive or negative experience. We’ve already
touched on the importance of trying to offer the best possible sight-lines when
deciding on the best seating and venue layout for your event, and there is a lot of
information online about determining optimal sightlines for cinemas and
entertainment venues. A good start point is: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sightline
With temporary screening events it is likely that the absolute optimum configuration
may be hard to achieve, as the circumstances will be different from one event to
the next. As such it’s the organiser’s job to provide the best possible sightlines, and
always prioritise maintaining (or improving) audience sight-lines when weighing up
layout decisions.
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It is worth the time to fully consider sightlines to ensure they are the best they can
be. This can be done physically on site, for example by installing something to
provide the bottom line of the screen and then testing the sightlines from a number
of positions. Alternatively this can be done digitally via computer modeling
programmes, which are increasingly accessible.
In terms of some general principles:
-‐ Raked / tiered seating will usually offer the best sight-lines, if venue, event
format, and budgets allow.
-‐ Always ensure there is enough space between the front row and the screen
so that the front row can make sense of the image.
-‐ Check row widths, particularly towards the front, to ensure viewing angles are
not excessively oblique.
-‐ The viewing angle for the person in the middle of the front row in an up-right
chair (ie the closest person) to the top of the screen should not exceed
35degs, or it will become uncomfortable for them.
-‐ In an ideal world the furthest person will have a vertical field of vision angle
greater than 15deg or the image will feel too small for them i.e. the image
should take up more than 15deg of their field of vision
-‐ If raked seating is not possible, and the seating is flat at ground-level;
o the screen will need to be installed higher up, so that people are
viewing over the heads of row in front.
o Off-setting the audience rows can make a big difference to the quality
of experience
o In an ideal world none of the bottom of the screen would be lost, but
films with subtitles become unwatchable if the bottom is obscured.

Licenses & Permissions:
The licensing for cinema events broadly fall into two areas; licenses covering the
premises – where your event will take place, and licenses covering the content –
what you plan to show.

Premises Licensing
The screening of films or videos (along with lots of other things; live or recorded
music, selling alcohol, dancing, sports etc) is a ‘licensable activity’ and as such you
will need a license to hold your event.
As there are various means by which a premises license can be secured, it’s always
advisable to make early contact with the local authority to discuss your plans and
seek guidance on how best to proceed.
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Existing Premises License:
If your event is to take place in a venue which is already open to the public on a
day-to-day basis, or one where you know similar events have taken place in the
past, it may be that the space is already licensed for screening activity.
Whether this license is held by the local authority, the owners of the site / venue, or
someone else, establishing good contact with this party, in plenty of time, should be
a priority. Make sure you discuss the details and timings of your activity with them
from the start, and are clear what they will require from you in order to meet the
terms of their license.

Temporary Event Notice
If your event is planned for an unlicensed premises or venue then it might be that
you will be able to operate under a Temporary Event Notice (TEN) which enables
‘licensable activity’ to take place on unlicensed premises in England or Wales.
TENS are ‘served’ to the local authority and local police force, and so it’s important
that you establish a good dialogue with both parties in the lead up to any event to
reduce any potential problems which might arise after submission.
There are a number of restrictions with activities taking place under a TEN, including
the duration of the event, the number of TENS allowed in one year, and a limit of
500 people at any one time.
More information can be found: https://www.gov.uk/temporary-events-notice

Premises License:
If your venue doesn’t have a license and you’re planning to have more than 500
people, or perhaps a series of events over a longer period of time, you may need
to explore securing a premises license for your venue.
This is a more involved process and will involve identifying nominated person(s) who
will be the named license holders. Again, establishing a good dialogue with the
local authority should be a priority, as they will be able to offer guidance.
More information: https://www.gov.uk/premises-licence

Content Licensing:
It’s a common misconception that a community focused screening event,
particularly one operated on a not-for-profit basis, does not require a license to
show the content.
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In fact, alongside the license covering the events premises, pop up cinema
organisers also need to ensure they have secured the rights for the film they plan to
show. This license is effectively permission from the owner of the films copyright and
is required even when the film is readily available to purchase or hire in shops or
online.
Because these events will (usually) take place outside of permanent licensed
cinema venues they will need a license which covers a ‘non-theatrical screening’,
and the majority are available through three major gateway distributors, the BFI,
Filmbank and MPLC. All three gateways provide different licenses to suit both
commercial and non-commercial screenings, and provide clear guidelines as to
which license is appropriate for any given screening. Park Circus is also worth
investigating. They are a classic film distributor, who also act as an agent for various
older collections: http://www.parkcircus.com/
Information about how to find out who the distributer is, along with other links and
FAQ on licensing is available on the Independent Cinema Office website:
http://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/resources/filmclub/licensingfilms
If the film is not available through the BFI, Filmbank and MPLC, it may be available
from the individual distributor of the film, the production company who made it, or
even individual members of the original core team. Organisers should be aware
that hunting down the rights for films without clear screening rights can be a
laborious and time-consuming task and can therefore have significant effect on
the planning time-scales.
Researching the ease of securing the screening rights should be very high up on the
To Do list for any temporary screening organiser.
On some occasions it can actually prove impossible to secure the rights, as they
may have expired in the UK and therefore be an ‘orphan work’. In these instances
programmers need to make careful decisions about whether to screen an
alternative film, or whether they are confident they can demonstrate due diligence
in their efforts in tracking down the rights, perhaps putting money aside as a gesture
to a potential retrospective copyright claim. This blog provides an interesting case
study in this area, about one programmers hunt for screening rights for surfing
classic Point Break: http://www.bfi.org.uk/news-opinion/sight-soundmagazine/comment/point-break-not-coming-cinema-near-you

TV Rights
If organisers are planning to screen non-theatrical content, for example TV shows,
then different rules apply. Newer programs will have theatrical rights, which can be
licensed via their production company, broadcaster, or agent. However, if
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organisers are planning to screen older TV material, these are unlikely to have
existing screening rights, and may require a bit of a hunt to establish who owns the
rights, and then making contact with them to secure one-off permission.

Moratorium
If you are planning a screening event to coincide with a big nationwide or
international film release (perhaps of earlier movies in the franchise, or original
version of a re-make) it will be worth checking with the distributor of your film that it
isn’t under a Moratorium in which screening rights are restricted for a given period
of time around the time of the new release.

Re-Issue Schedule
It is also a good idea to check the re-issue schedule for classic films as the film you
plan on screening may be scheduled for re-release already and you may be able
to coincide your plans to make the most of the additional marketing and
promotion activity. The Film Distribution Association’s website
www.launchingfilms.com is a useful resource for looking at upcoming re-release
schedules.

Event Management Responsibilities & Risk Assessment
This section provides an overview of some of the central considerations specific to
temporary screening events.
Alongside these specific areas are a range of event planning and management
considerations which are applicable to any event, and organisers have a duty to
fully address including a range of responsibilities relating to the Health & Safety and
Well-being of audiences and staff.
It is important to clearly identify the person(s) responsible for the event
management planning and risk assessment of event activities, and that all
information is recorded in suitable documentation.
If organisers are in any doubt about their responsibilities relating to Event
Management and Health & Safety, they should always seek professional support.

Insurance:
As the organiser of a popup cinema event it’s your responsibility to ensure that your
event has adequate insurance in place.
Whether this is through existing insurance of the host event or public venue, or oneoff event cover purchased on-line, details of the cover in place should be recorded
in the Event Planning paperwork. It’s likely that the following will be required:
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Public Liability
Providing cover against legal costs and compensation payments resulting from
injuries or property damage to your clients, contractors or members of the public
which was caused by you or one of your employees.
Employers Liability:
Covering staff and volunteers working under direction to make the event happen.
Equipment Cover:
It’s also worth checking with all suppliers about hired equipment cover covering
damage / theft etc of equipment. If hired equipment is not covered as part of the
hire agreement then separate cover will need to be put in place as replacement
costs of equipment can be extremely high.

Other Formats:
This section has mainly discussed screening events which are designed as bespoke
set-ups, unique to their particular sites. As an alternative, organisers may wish to
consider solutions which are more self contained and offer an all-in solution.
Black-out Marquee
One such solution is a marquee style tent with fitted black-out drapes installed on
the inside to provide suitable light conditions. These are especially appropriate for
screening events required for daylight hours where no existing building or structure is
available. Providers of black-out marquees will often be able to provide a package
solution including screen, projector and PA equipment. Organisers should note that
the tents can get extremely hot during summer months and may need cooling
systems installing.
Cinema Vehicles:
There are a range of converted and vintage cinema vehicles and caravans
available which can be hired for events and arrive with a full cinema package
included in the price. There provide an excellent option for small screening events,
and an attractive addition to event sites. However, capacities tend to be on the
small side and so may be more suitable for shorter, rolling, film programming.
Thinking outside the box:
There are a range of ultra- temporary or guerilla style temporary screening solutions
based around inverted 12 and 24V battery supplies and mobile PA and projection
systems. These can be loaded onto trollies or onto vehicle roof-racks for mobility.
Of course, permission should be obtained for all screening events.
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SECTION 2: THE SET-UP
With pop-up Cinema events the technical set-up and configuration of the core
elements of source material, playback device, projector, audio equipment and
screen form the basis of the event.
As with all temporary events, careful consideration is required about the technical
set-up and configuration of equipment, and this will need to factor in all the areas
relating to the venue discussed in section one, alongside a range of other event
management elements, not least the budget available.
It’s useful to consider the elements of the technical set-up as a chain, in which all
elements are linked to each other. The objective for organiser’s is to provide the
best possible configuration of technical equipment which achieves the most
balance across throughout the chain.

Source	
  -‐	
  The	
  
Material	
  

Playback	
  -‐	
  
The	
  Player	
  

Distribution	
  
-‐	
  Cabling	
  etc	
  

Projection	
  &	
  
Audio	
  

Screen	
  

For example, knowing what format the source is available in will inform the most
suitable playback device, the possibilities in terms of PA configuration, and what is
required of the projector equipment. Similarly the screen surface will inform what
the projector needs to offer.
The idea of balance is important as one inferior link can reduce the overall quality
of the chain. Cabling is a good example of this, where a sub-specification cable
format can undermine the quality of the whole chain.

Source
Find out what format your source material is available in, seek out the highest
quality version available, and have a good conversation with your supplier about
what you’re dealing with, and how to achieve the best possible results for that
format.
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Playback
Blu-Ray
The Blu-Ray format, currently, offers the highest definition consumer option for
cinema organisers outputting at HD 1080p and all good AV suppliers should, be
able to provide a Blu-Ray player as part of their provision.
Even if your source material is unavailable on Blu-Ray, and is on DVD for example, a
Blu-Ray player still might offer the best option as some can up-convert the image to
full HD. In this instance the player will take the lower resolution image and convert it
to a larger image by making a best guess at the extra pixels based on the source
information. It’s not perfect but it will be better than a standard DVD.
Blu-Ray also offers uncompressed sound in either 6 or 8 channels, depending on the
film, enabling 5.1 or 7.1 audio systems if this is something you might be considering.

Laptop
A suitably high specification computer or laptop can also function as a good input
source for a screening event, particularly if your source material isn’t available on
disc format. It will need a media player, a graphics card which is high-spec enough
to process full HD, and it’s worth spending some time optimizing the system for
playback.

DCP
Digital Cinema Package (DCP) is a is a collection of digital files used to store and
convey Digital cinema (DC) audio, image, and data streams, and is a standard
format used in cinemas for the presentation of films.
If you are working with a DCP file for your screening event you will need a DCP
player and should contact your AV supplier and discuss your requirements. As with
any unusual formats, and for piece of mind, it is a good idea to have a test run,
perhaps at the suppliers office or warehouse, to iron out any potential file
management / format issues in advance of your event.

Film:
If you are looking to project celluloid film outside of a cinema venue as part of your
event then you will require a specialist projectionist and projection equipment. You
could call a number of local AV suppliers or the local independent cinema who are
likely to know about anyone local with this expertise and equipment.
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Distribution
Distribution is the cabling from the playback unit to the projector and subspecification can undermine the quality of the playback ‘chain’. Ensure that your
cable standard is suitable for the source material, player, and projector unit.

Projector
When selecting a projector for your screening event there are a range of factors to
consider. Many are interrelated with each other, and much like the overall set-up,
selecting the right unit is about trying to find the best possible fit for your production
budget, all factors considered.
Given that the technology is changing all the time, it’s a good idea to speak to a
trusted AV supplier about your event, and what you need, as they will be the most
up to date on the current technology.

Resolution
The screen resolution refers to the quality of the image, defined by the number of
pixels which make it up. Generally speaking, the more pixels you have in the image
the clearer it will be, particularly as the image gets bigger. However, be aware of
the resolution of your source material. If this is limited then your budget is better
focused on factors like brightness and contrast than resolution.
Modern cinemas are now often kitted out with digital projectors which are referred
to as ‘2K’. This means that the number of pixels in the image is 2048 x 1080.
Equivalent projectors are available on the rental market and will provide the closest
match to a cinema, if budgets allow.
More widely (and therefore cheaply) available are projectors offering 1920 x 1080
pixels, or ‘Full-HD’. This will also offer an good image for the majority of screening
events.

Contrast Ratio
The contrast ratio is the ratio between the white and black parts in an image. The
larger the contrast ratio of a projector, the greater the difference between the
brightest whites and the darkest blacks a projector can show, and the better its
ability to create an image with depth to it.
Maximising the Contrast Ratio of a projector is especially relevant if the content you
are screening is generally dark, or black and white.
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Generally speaking the higher the ratio the better the image will be, but a good
minimum ratio to consider is 5000:1.

Brightness
The brightness of the image the projector produces is measured in ANSI lumen and
can range from 1000 lumen from a small indoor projector right up to 20,000+ lumens
for large projectors suitable for outdoor screenings.
The brightness of the projector is critical to the image quality, but it should also be
considered alongside the general ambient light levels in your venue / site. A
cinema like experience depends on minimizing the amount of ambient light i.e.
making the venue as dark as possible. Of course, this isn’t often possible in a
temporary event context and generally speaking the more ambient light there is,
the brighter your projector will need to be.
Again, there are no hard and fast rules on projector brightness, and you should
have a good conversation with your AV supplier about the specific nature of your
event including timings, image size, projection distance, ambient light levels, nature
of source material, general brightness of the film itself etc. This will help to determine
the most appropriate projector for your event.
That said, as a general rule of thumb:
Conditions:
Indoor Gallery Space (good ambient light control
i.e dark)
Indoor Gallery space (poor ambient light control
ie. Light)
Outdoor Twilight Light
Outdoor Nighttime (good ambient light control i.e
dark)
Outdoor Nighttime (poor ambient light control ie.
Light)

Approx. Min
Lumen
1000+
3000+
10,000+
7,000+
10,000+

Lens selection and throw
In instances where the location of the projector needs to be fixed (perhaps it’s
located behind the audience, next to the power, or on a balcony above a town
square), ensuring the image coming from the projector is the right size for your
screen, and in focus, will rely on having the correct lens fitted to the projector.
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The correct lens is calculated using the lens throw ratio. To ensure that you have the
correct lens it is vital that you have accurate information on the width of the image
you want, and the distance from the screen to the projector location. From this the
AV supplier can specify which lens is required.
If in doubt, it is always a good idea to request a site meeting with your AV supplier,
so that they can ensure they have the correct information.
For more information on throw ratios and lens specification, the Christie website has
an excellent lens calculator: http://www.christiedigital.co.uk/emea/productsupport/throw-distance-calculator/pages/default.aspx
If you’re looking to screen using a projector with a fixed lens, then be aware that
the location of the projector will be limited to the throw distance and focus
peramenters dictated by the lens. This information should be available in the
projectors documentation or online – although a physical dry-run in the venue is
always a good idea to make sure.

Horizontal and Vertical Offset:
In particular venues / sites your projector may need to be installed lower, higher, to
the left or to the right of the optimum position (dead-centre on the screen). If this is
the case you will need to check that the projector you’re considering has
adequate horizontal and/or vertical offset to adjust the image without it getting
stretched or squashed.

Installation:
The way your projector is installed will depend on a range of factors related to the
specific equipment, nature of site, venue configuration etc. The choices for
installation must satisfy three requirements: the health, safety and wellbeing of
audience and staff, the protection of equipment, and quality of the image.
Ordinarily the installation will be the responsibility of the AV supplier and the
proposed solution should be adequately planned and risk assessed.

Front Projection:
The image is projected onto the front of the screen from a position in front of the
screen. This can be achieved in a range of ways, including:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

hung from existing fixtures / lighting bars / truss in a venue
hung from temporary fixtures installed for the event
installed in an upstairs room and projected through an open window
ground supported on a access tower / zip-up tower, T-bar, or equivalent
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-‐

ground supported on racking, vehicle, truss tower or equivalent

Rear Projection
Rear Projection is where the projector is installed behind the screen and the image
beamed through to the audience on the other side. The range of options for the
physical installation are the same as a front projection, but with the benefit of being
installed ‘back-stage’ there is more flexibility in the quality of the finish, and it can
offer a more contained set-up in terms of not requiring equipment to be audience
side.
Projecting through the screen requires a special screen, and as some light is
invariably lost, you may need to specify a brighter projector.

Weather Proofing
An important note for all outdoor events is weather proofing of equipment as
projectors don’t tend to be water proof! Talk to your AV supplier about options they
are able to provide, which may include:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

supplier built weatherproof box
tent cover
access tower with additional water-proofing
installation inside a vehicle or equivalent

Please note – projectors get extremely hot during use and cool themselves with
internal fan(s) so they need good circulation at all times when in use. An
overheating projector will fail.
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Audio
PA Hire
Good quality playback of a film’s soundtrack is central to creating a quality cinema
experience.
There are lots of PA hire companies across the region who can design, install and
operate a suitable system. This may be the same company that’s providing the
projector equipment, or a separate provider who specializes in audio equipment.
Either way, the process should start with a good dialogue about the events
requirements and lead to a detailed specification and quotation.
A good supplier should ask about the space, number of people and layout of the
room, as well as the type and level of sound you’re looking to achieve. They may
request a site visit, which is almost always a good idea. They should be able to
provide quotations for multiple installations at different budget levels.

Two-channel systems
A good quality two channel system will usually be installed left and right of the
screen towards the front of the venue / site as might be seen at any concert or
forward facing performance.
Although not as cinematic as a surround-sound system, this can provide an
excellent quality sound, and tends to be the default set-up for larger venues or
outdoor sites. Note that your source player should be configured for a stereo mix.

5.1 Surround Systems
If you’re looking for your event to offer more of an authentic cinematic experience
then you may want to consider a surround sound audio system. 5.1 is the common
name for a six channel system which offers five full bandwidth channels and one
low bandwidth channel configured as front, left, right, two surround channels and a
subwoofer.
The following figure shows a optimum configuration for a single listener. In practice
the system will need to be configured to provide the optimum configuration for the
specific venue and audience layout.
Please bear in mind:
• a bespoke surround sound system will require a site visit from the supplier
• surround sound systems become challenging for large audiences and event
sites where distance between speakers compromise the quality of the audio
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•

experience, make cable management difficult, and may cause issues with
sound delay.
the installation of a 5.1 system will take longer and configuration time will
need to be factored in to the event schedule

By Kamina (Own work)
[CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

7.1 Surround Systems
Selected Blu-Rays provide 8 channels of audio for films with a soundtrack presented
in 7.1.
If your source material has a 7.1 soundtrack and you’re really looking to make
audio a feature of your event experience, you might also consider a 7.1 surround
sound. Again, it’s best to consult with a specialist audio hire company for detailed
conversation.

Wireless – FM transmission
Both Drive-In movies and Silent Disco type earphones are a popular alternative
means to provide your audience with an immersive audio experience, particularly
in locations where large PA equipment or late-night noise is not appropriate.
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Both will require specialist transmission equipment from a suitable supplier and FM
frequencies will need to be licensed in advance of the event. For more information
on this please see: http://www.ofcom.org.uk/
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Screen
Size & Height
The previous section touched on the importance of sight-lines to a good audience
experience. Considering the size and height of your screen is a central to this.
Screen size is likely to be affected by a range of factors unique to each event
including size and layout of event space, projector specification, time available for
set-up and removal, equipment availability, audience capacity, and production
budget.

Screen Ratio
Alongside the size and height it will be necessary to consider the most appropriate
screen aspect ratio. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Display_aspect_ratio).
The aspect ratio describes the relationship between the width of the image and the
height of the image. Historically the standard aspect ratio for screens was 4:3, and
this equipment is still available via hire companies, particularly if the equipment
originates in the US. Since the mid noughties the industry standard has moved to
16:9, which is what the vast majority of new televisions and computer screens now
are.
The majority of modern feature films are presented in an 2.39:1 aspect ratio. On a
16:9 screen this results in a black bar top and bottom, which is probably familiar
from watching widescreen films. Some films, commercials, and TV broadcases are
presented in 1.85:1 which is (almost) 16:9.
A 16:9 ratio screen is therefore probably the safest, most flexible option, and the
audience will not baulk at the black bars.
If the equipment you have ordered is only available in 4:3 (as some inflatable
screens are) then this can still work, as long as the width is a suitable size for your
event. The result will be larger black bars top and bottom. In some instances this
may actually help with sightlines if the image can be moved up to the top of any
screen space, effectively lifting the image higher up.
The other option which organisers may opt for, particularly if they are making (or
painting) a bespoke screen is the ultra wide-screen at 2.39:1 which can look
fantastic with films presented in 2.39:1. Please note that any material at 1.85:1 will
present black bars left and right of the image, which may look unusual.
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This is not as complicated as it might sound, and any good AV supplier will be able
to advise you on the options and best configuration for your event. Don’t be afraid
to ask and if they’re not open and helpful from the start, find another one.

Screen Options
Existing Structures and Support:
Whether it’s pillars, rigging points, or balcony balustrades the ideal scenario for a
temporary screening venue is that it has existing structures or means of support
within the venue / site from which a screen can be hung or supported.
Make sure you have permission from the owner, landlord and all other relevant
stakeholders, and always seek professional guidance if you unsure of the feasibility
and / or safety of a proposed installation.

Inflatable Screens
Inflatable screens are increasingly popular option for temporary cinema events.
Usually (but not exclusively) used for outdoor events and are especially good at
providing a large screen surface in locations without other buildings or supporting
infrastructure.
Most inflatable screens are based on the same core design, an inflatable tube
‘frame’ which stands upright on one edge and supports a screen surface facing
the audience. Usually front projected the screens structure is then guyed off with
supporting straps from each corner. On grass these guys lines are attached to
stakes or ground anchors which are driven into the ground. On hard-standing the
screens require ballast to strap off to which will need to be in position prior to first
inflation. The inflatable is much like a bouncy-castle, with a motorised fan pumping
air into the structure.
Ordinarily an inflatable screen will be provided as a wet-hire i.e. the company will
deliver, install, wait, and remove the screen structure. Often they will be able to
provide a package which may also include projector equipment, power
generation, PA systems etc, These can present excellent value and the piece of
mind of dealing with a single supplier for multiple elements. On the other hand you
shouldn’t be shy in ensuring all the equipment is suitable for the quality of image,
sound etc you want by requesting full specifications and options.
An inflatable screen is a temporary demountable structure. As with any TDS there
are a range of management and safety considerations to its installation, operation
and removal. In particular, information relating to wind, safe limits, how this is
monitored, and what the safety procedures are in cases of excessive wind.
Ordinarily these will be the responsibility of the screen supplier, although as event
producer you will need to ensure this is adequate and appropriate measures are in
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place. Any supplier of a temporary demountable structure should be providing you
with comprehensive information, method statements, risk assessments in advance,
as well as completion certificates on site.
An example of this can be found in Case Study #2.

Checklist for considering a inflatable screen:
-‐ Full footprint of the screen, including guy lines and anchors / ballast – will it fit?
-‐ how will the screen area be cordoned off from public access?
-‐ Power requirements from any shared generator… what happens in the event
of generator failure?
-‐ Is the generator positioned far enough away to negate noise, heat, fumes?
-‐ Is it ok to stake into the ground on the site?
-‐ Alternatively, what is the required ballast for each corner, what are the best
options for this?
-‐ What are the wind loading limits of the screen?
-‐ Is the proposed site excessively windy, leading to increased risk of
cancellation (on top of an exposed hill, or on the seafront for example)?

PROS:
•
•

•
•

CONS:

Quick set-up time (around 0.5
day)
Very large screen surfaces, which
can be easily installed into a
range of settings and event
contexts.
Excellent screen height built into
structures.
Cost effective for short-term
screening events

•
•

•
•

Requires power to the screen
throughout screening
Unless there is budget for an
expensive extra days hire, the final
image will need to be adjusted as
the light drops
Looks like an out-of-the-box
screen solution
Usually front projection only

Truss-Hung
Modular truss systems provide a good option for hanging screens, particularly if the
structure needs to remain in place for a longer period of time.
Truss systems should be designed and installed by professional suppliers who have
the required skills and experience and should be providing organisers with
comprehensive information, method statements, risk assessments in advance, as
well as completion certificates on site.
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In outdoor settings large structures may require specific structural certification
including wind loading calculations, and are likely to require significant amounts of
ballast weight to be integrated into the structure.

Fast-Fold Style:
Fast-fold style screens are purpose built screen frames and a fitted screen material
which is attached to the assembled frame to offer a taught flawless screen. The
screens can be used for either front or rear projection, but not both, so be sure you
get the correct one. The frame and screen material fold down for transportation
and storage.

This style of screen is available from any good AV supplier in a range of sizes and
aspect ratios and can be provided with integrated stand and legs, or just as the
frame itself, which can then be installed / hung / flown as part of a larger set-up.
Fast-fold type screens are available second-hand. If you are planning a series of
screening events, it may be worth exploring the cost of buying an ex-stock screen
against a repeated hire cost.
An example of this screen can be found in Case Study #1

Scaffolding Supported
In some instances organisers may want to consider contracting a scaffolding
company to design and install a structure which will support or suspend a screen.
As with any Temporary Demountable Structure, there are a range of management
and safety considerations to installations of this nature. In particular, information
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relating to wind, safe limits, how this is monitored, and what the safety procedures
are.

Billboard – Open and Enclosed
Billboard structures are usually constructed from timber and can support a screen
for front or rear projection. Structures usually have suitable bracing built into the
frame, and may well require additional ballast.
In some instances (often where there is ambient light) the billboard can be
enclosed at the back, with the projector housed within the structure and rearprojecting onto the screen. This configuration provides weather cover for the
projection equipment, and also reduces the amount of light loss from the projected
image.
An example of this can be seen in Case Study #3

Buildings & Walls
Of course the side of buildings or existing walls can provide excellent, cheap, large,
and wind impervious surfaces on which to project. In some cases a building may
have a suitable blank wall in the right location already. Alternatively you could, with
permission, consider painting a screen onto a wall to improve the surface on offer.
Similarly a frame and screen material can be installed onto the side of a suitable
building if the façade underneath is not appropriate.
Some other notes:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

Light coloured, flat surfaces work best
Projection should never cross live traffic as it risks dazzling drivers
Consider the potential distraction the screen might cause to drivers and
pedestrians in the vicinity
If there are windows within (or close to) the screen, can you control them?
Light and activity in a close-by window is very distracting to the audience.

Thinking outside the box
These examples provide a quick over-view of just some of the options you might
want to consider for a popup cinema event. There are plenty of other ways to do it
and the nature of any specific venue is likely to be the best prompt when thinking
about creative solutions.
What about a screen hung from a telehandler, a screen hung between two
buildings, shipping containers providing a wall and rigging points, a double decker
bus with white vinyl covering….
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Contingency Planning – Equipment Failure
Equipment failure leading to an event cancelation is a nightmare for any event
organiser and in a perfect world every event would be supplied with a second unit,
providing back-up of all critical equipment.
In practice, the cost of equipment hire usually makes this unfeasible, but there are
still a range of sensible precautions you can take:
-‐

-‐

-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

-‐

ensure you have a list of potential local suppliers of replacement equipment
in your head, or have a good connection with someone local who knows
these things.
build a solid relationship with you AV supplier and explicitly have the
conversation about what happens in the event of equipment failure, and
who’s responsibility it is to resolve it. Good suppliers will have local
connections who will be able to provide replacement equipment last minute
if needed. They will not want your event to fail.
If you are installing equipment yourself, ensure you have an out of hours
mobile number for the equipment supplier.
Ensure you have access to any electricity circuit breakers in case the power
trips
Ask the supplier how long is left on the projector lamp
When installing generator power consider installing two generators (either
synched or separate) which each have the capacity and distribution
equipment to run the show on their own).
Ensure there is enough time in your event schedule for any equipment to be
installed, thoroughly tested, and problem-solved before the event start time.

Other Options
Mobile LED Screens
In some instances you might want to consider using a mobile LED screen to show
your film, particularly if your screening event is in daylight, or you have a restricted
set-up time on site.
Increasingly popular in public squares and sporting events, LED screens work like a
larger version of many home televisions, with an array of light-emitting diodes,
which make up an image. This means that the image is very bright, but the
reduction in screen resolution compared to a projected image is too much for
some cinema purists. The screens are usually towed by a vehicle, which requires
access to the final position.
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All-in Options
There are a range of screening solutions which offer an all-in solution for hire. These
are professional screening companies who can provide a full package of screen,
sound, projection equipment and often seating and power too.
Sometimes housed in a vehicle, or bespoke temporary structure these can offer a
one-stop-shop for organisers. Be advised that they can get booked up during the
summer season so enquires and bookings should be made in good time.
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SECTION 3: CASE STUDIES
Introduction
The following four Case Studies provide an overview of four different temporary
cinema configurations; indoor in a gallery space / community hall, a medium sized
cinema in an urban setting, a large Drive-In screen event on a greenfield site, and
use of a derelict space for a pop-up event.
Because the specific features of the venue/site are so fundamental to the design
and configuration of temporary cinema events, each Case Study is based on a
real-world place. The idea is not to provide you with a detailed solution for your
own site/venue. Rather, by providing examples of venues which may be similar to
yours, along with the thinking around decisions we’ve made, you’ll be able to
consider the sorts of questions appropriate for your venue and event.
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CASE STUDY #1 – Indoor, Gallery, Small
Site / Venue Overview
This venue is a large multi-use gallery space in the centre of town. The space is wellused throughout the year for a range of events, and the staff are very experienced
in how the venue works.
• The main space is a old chapel, with a high ceiling in the centre and a
balcony around three sides supported by pillars.
• The space has two entrance/exit points.
• The room is extremely bright, with two long rows of windows near the ceiling.
• The venue is licensed to run it’s own bar, and there are public toilets on site.
• The venue limit seated screening events to 100 people to ensure everyone
has a comfortable and pleasant experience.

Photo: 1 - Fabrica Gallery / Phillip Carr
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Solution – Cinema Screening for 100 people

Key Questions
Site/Venue:
Audience capacities and seating options:
Although the venue is licensed to accommodate more, the manager at the gallery
has advised us to limit capacity at 100, certainly for our first event.
This will ensure that everyone attending has a comfortable time, waiting time at the
bar and toilets will remain acceptable, and everyone will have an excellent view of
the screen. As we are planning a series of events here it will enable us to test the
setup with a manageable number and assess whether we want to make any
adjustments after the event. From a marketing perspective, limiting numbers for the
first event will also enable us to generate a buzz around the fact that our first event
will be a sell-out.
We will be using the stacked seating which the venue owns which will be laid out in
the central area of the space – thus avoiding any site-line issues with the columns
throughout the space. Because there is plenty of access room at both ends of the
aisle, as well as in the venue generally, the chairs will be laid out at ground level in
rows of 12, with a 1m gap from back of one chair to front of the next.
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Logical Layout:
We’ve decided to layout the venue with the screen at the far end of the hall
installed within the raised area that used to house the pulpit. As this area is already
raised it will reduce the amount of additional height we’ll need for the screen.
The bar and toilets are located at the opposite end of the hall, which is ideal.
The entrance at the back of the space will be used as the main entrance and exit,
with the secondary door (to the left of the seating) used only in the event of
emergency. This is a good position to manage the box office, from a small table
here, and it also allows latecomers to access the space without disrupting the
screening.

Light:
The hall is a bright space with lots of windows set into the ceiling. As our screening is
in early July and sunset times are therefore late we have requested that the venue
lower the blackout blinds across all the windows.
In addition the door at the side of the hall is glass, and lets in a fair amount of light,
even at night. We will black the glass out for our event using sugar paper.

Noise:
Thankfully, noise doesn’t tend to be an issue in the gallery for screening events as
the building is well insulated from neighbours. The venue managers biggest
concern was the noise of people gathering outside the venue to smoke, and as
they leave the venue.
We have agreed to display a notice kindly asking our audiences to respect the
neighbours when outside, and the staff on the box office table will also be briefed
to keep an eye on this throughout the evening.

Weather:
Weather doesn’t really affect the event other than affecting numbers in the event
of rain. If it’s forecasted to rain in the lead-up to the event we’ll ensure there are
clothes rails so that members of the audience can leave their wet clothing at the
rear of the venue.

Sight-lines & Screen:
We’ve decided to install a large front projected fast-fold screen measuring 16ft x 9ft
which will offer a really big screen for the space. To ensure good sight lines for the
flat-floor audience the screen will be on a stand which supports the bottom edge
of the screen at 1m from ground level. In addition, the old pulpit area of the venue
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is already raised from floor level. Combined, this offers a total distance of 1.45m
from floor to the bottom of the screen.
The screen will be installed by the AV company who is also providing the projector
and PA system.
The front row is located far enough from the screen to ensure viewing angle is
acceptable for those in the front row, i.e. less than 35deg to top edge of screen,
and they have a good view of the whole screen, albeit a big one! In this case
about 5.5m.

The screen is raised because we can only have flat floor seating in the venue and
we need to offer a good view of the screen from the front to the back row.
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Licensing & Permissions:
The venue manager has confirmed that the venue has an existing Premises License
which includes film screenings. The venue is licensed for a maximum capacity of
130 people, and alcohol can be served on the premises until midnight.

Content License
The film has been licensed via a non-theatrical screening license via the BFI.

Image
Projector:
Because the quality of the ‘cinema-like’ experience is important for our event
we’ve opted for a HD projector which offers a screen resolution of 1920x1080 and
4000 lumens brightness. The brightness of the projector is not as high as it might be
because of the good level of black-out achievable in the venue.
The balcony running around the gallery at first floor level provides a logical position
for the projector, which will be installed at the far end and project back down the
space. We explored rear-projection but space in the pulpit area behind the screen
was too limited for our projector. We also felt that having the light come over the
heads of the audience was valuable in terms of giving the audience an authentic
cinema experience.
The unit will be installed by the local AV company and we’ve decided to pay for
the technician to stay with the machine throughout the event to ensure there is
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someone on-hand who knows the equipment to deal with the technical elements
of the event.

Source:
The film we plan to show has an aspect ratio of 1.85:1 (or 16:9), and is available on
Blue-Ray (with 5.1 audio). The AV company has installed the player next to the
projector upstairs.
We are using a laptop as a second input and we’ll use this to run presentation slides
about the event and the sponsors as well as a couple of short films before the
feature presentation. It’s important that when we’re preparing the slides we output
them at 16:9 ratio and 1920x1080 pixels so they look right on the screen. It will also
be important that we share the specification of the projector with the film-makers
so they can provide a file which is most suitable to our set-up.

Audio
In keeping with our aim to provide a quality cinema experience we have decided
to install a 5.1 surround sound audio system into the space. Provided and installed
by the same company who is doing the screen and projector the system has a
centre sub, left and right speaker at the front, and a rear left and right speaker
behind the audience.
The locations of the speakers are quite specific to get the best results on the sound,
and the AV company will need a full afternoon to install, test, and configure the
system. With the screen and projector to install too, they expect to be working in
the space from 10am for most of the day.
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Event Management Considerations
Venue Plan
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Planning timeline
The following chart gives an idea of a sensible time-frame for the practical
‘Production’ aspects of the planning.
It doesn’t factor in marketing and communications lead-times, which may well
extend the time-frame further.
Time
4 months

ê
3 months

ê

Job
Venue search and site visits to assess viability
Research of local AV suppliers
Confirm venue. Contract signed.
Detailed site visit with venue manager to discuss the detail of
event
Draw up draft technical requirements: screen, projector, PA
Site visit with two AV companies, with requirements
Quotes come back from AV companies

2 months

ê

AV supplier appointed and deposit paid to reserve equipment.
Recruitment of event staff.
Check / buy insurance cover for the event

1 month

ê

-1 week

Event staff confirmed
Site visit at request of AV company to confirm specific details of
layout
Other event equipment and bar consumables ordered
Event Schedule and briefing sheet emailed to all staff

ê

Event equipment and consumables collated

0

THE EVENT DAY
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Event Schedule
Time
9.30
10.00
12.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
17.00
18.00
18.00
18.30
19.15
20.00
20.30
22.15
22.30
23.00
23.00
01.00

Action
Arrive at venue
AV supplier arrives and begins install of screen and projector
Chairs laid out in the space and box office table area
Bar set up. Drinks and ice on cool.
Screen testing begins (with blinds lowered) – all input material
checked
PA system installed and 5.1 system tested and configured
System all ready and standby. AV company off site.
Av tech returns and is on-duty
Event stewards and front of house staff arrive
Staff briefing
Doors open, bar open.
Pre-feature films begin
Film showing
Film Ends
Last order at the bar
Venue cleared
AV company de-rig begins
Venue clear
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Summary of other Event Management Aspects:
Communication:

Concessions:

Disabled Access:
Staffing:

Welfare:
Electricity:

Emergency Planning:

Fire Safety:
Medical Provision:

Insurance:

The venue has a number of 2-way radios which they use on
a day-to-day basis. We’ve agreed with the venue
manager that three can be used by our team to link up
front of house, event manager, and the AV technician.
The venue is licensed to operate a bar and we’ve agreed
to pay two members of the venues free-lance team to staff
it.
As a existing public gallery the space is fully DDA comliant
We will be bringing in the box office and core event
management team. The venue will also be providing an
Event Manager as part of the hire agreement, who knows
the space and the emergency procedures.
Toilets on site. Bar able to provide drinking water.
Again, as a permanent venue which hosts a range of
activity there are able power points throughout the space.
The AV supplier is responsible for installing any additional
distribution cabling, and they will do so in adherence with
their own risk assessment, which they have forwarded in
advance.
As a public space the venue has standard emergency and
evacuation procedures which have been relayed to our
staff as part of their briefing. In the event of an emergency
the venue’s on-duty event manager would coordinate the
response.
Likewise, the venue has existing fire safety provision.
As a condition of the venue hire, the duty manager is first
aid trained and an up to date kit is located in the venues
office.
As we are planning a series of screening events we have
secured Public Liability and Employers Liability cover for the
year ahead.
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Alternative set-up:
For our event we were keen to have a large, bright, high-res image for 100 people
to give a real sense of cinema.
In different circumstances we might have thought about a smaller, more informal
event, for 50 people perhaps. In this instance we could look at a smaller, rearprojected screen using the venues in-house data projector and stereo PA system.
We might also like to mix up the seating, offering beanbags in the front to give a
relaxed feeling (and assist with sightlines for those sat behind).
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CASE STUDY #2 – Outdoors, night, large-scale,
Drive-In

Paul Gillett [CC-BY-SA-2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

By Editor5807. CC-BY-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
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Site / Venue Overview
The venue is a large park space located a short distance from the centre of town.
The park space offers a flat grass surface (usually a sports pitch) with a raised grass
bank around two sides.
• As a drive-in movie event, the audience will be arriving by car.
• There is only one main access road into and out of the site, so good vehicle
management will be critical.
• There are no existing services on site in terms of power, toilets or infrastructure
• There is a café building on site, and we have agreed use of a permanent
power supply here.
• Although the entrance to the park is well-lit, there is no permanent site
lighting in the actual park.
• Because the park is so large, and within a natural amphitheater, noise
disturbance to neighbours is not known to be a problem here.

Solution – Drive-in Cinema event for up to 600 people
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Key Questions
Site/Venue:
Audience capacities and seating options:
We’ve set our capacity for our drive-in cinema event at 200 cars and based on an
average calculation of three people per vehicle, expect around 600 audience
members for each screening.
The audience area is divided in half by a clear walkway through he middle of the
site, with toilets and catering concessions located at the back of the audience.
Access to this particular site is via one access road and so the management of
vehicle access and egress is critical. The vehicles will be queued on the access
road and escorted onto site by event stewards so that the parking can be closely
controlled. The vehicles will access the site and be escorted round the back of the
event site before being parked. Arriving vehicles will be alternated between left
and right sides starting from the front and working back so that those arriving earlier
are given the best positions. The opposite will happen to clear the event site, with
vehicles waiting for event steward instruction before moving.
In order for this to run smoothly it will be very important to clearly state arrival and
departure processes on all event marketing material, tickets, and again on arrival. It
will also be vital that there are sufficient event stewards to manage this safely.

Logical Layout:
The park is long and relatively thin, and as a result, we’ve decided install the screen
side-on at the widest point for a number of reasons:
-‐

this maximizes the the width of viewing area for cars, whilst retaining a
reasonable distance to the screen.
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-‐
-‐

-‐

The power from the screen is also being run from the café building, so it
makes sense to be close to this to minimize distribution equipment.
This positions the screen up against a raised bank, which we think will offer a
reduced exposure to wind, than if it had been square-on in the centre of the
valley.
with the park running east to west we didn’t want the audience to be facing
into the setting sun as this may delay the point we can start the event as they
will be looking into the setting sun. It may also delay our ability to focus the
projected image prior to starting.

Light:
The park is set back from a major roadway in a natural valley with trees and further
parkland on three sides. There are no permanent lighting fixtures within the park
and no over-looking properties, so light conditions for screening events are
excellent.
On the other hand there is also no existing lighting to support general movement
and use of the event site, not to mention lighting required as part of the event
emergency procedures. To address these issues, a thorough site assessment has
been carried out, including a site visit in darkness, and a number of temporary flood
light towers installed to provide adequate lighting should it be required. Some of
these will remain on at all times, for example by the temporary toilets. Others will be
used only at the end of the screening event, or in event of emergency. In addition
all stewards will be issued torches.

Noise:
The park sits in a natural valley and we understand from discussion with the local
authority that historically the park does not have issues with noise complaints.

Weather:
Given that the audience will be arriving and sitting in their own vehicles, the main
risk for the event in terms of weather is excessive wind. If the wind is up on the day
of the event, the inflatable screen provider will be responsible for taking regular
measurements to ensure the wind is not in excess of acceptable limits. In the event
of excessive winds this particular screen is deflated within seven seconds, and all
event staff have been briefed as to any specific procedures involved.

Screen & Sight-lines:
The screen we’ve opted for is the suppliers biggest model and measures 40ft x 20ft.
The plan shows the ballast as 1000L IBC tanks, which we’ve hired from a local
marquee supplier. These take quite a while to fill from a standard tap so remember
to factor the fill time into any schedule.
The inflatable itself lifts the screen 9ft from the floor offering excellent sightlines.
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Front row, left of centre (closest possible):

Row 6, right of centre:

Back row, far left (furthest possible):

Licensing & Permissions:
At the start of the process we met wit the local authority to discuss our proposed
event and were advised that the council holds a permanent license for a range of
activities in the park, including screening events.
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In order for the council to grant permission we were advised that full Event
Management Plans and Risk Assessments would have to be submitted to the events
office for two rounds of consultation.
As a result we engaged the services of a small production company to undertake
the event management planning, documentation and on site management of the
event.

Content License
The screening rights for the film were a bit of a job to track down as the film we
were planning to show is an older movie. After a bit of investigation the rights were
secured via Park Circus acting as an agent for a now defunct studio.

FM Transmission License
We secured a FM transmission frequency via Ofcom.

Image
Projector:
The projector we’ll use for the screening is provided by the inflatable screen supplier
as part of the agreed package and we’ve opted for a 15,000 lumen, 2K unit.
Having shared the site plans and discussed the event in some detail with the
supplier we’ve agreed that the projector will be fitted with a long-throw lens
allowing it to be positioned up to 70m from the screen.
The projector itself is installed on a stand to raise it up to 10ft which means it will go
over the vehicles and heads of any audience walking through the central channel.
The projector itself will then be positioned under a tent canopy (or in the back of a
van) to provide weather protection.

Source:
The screen supplier will provide a Blu-Ray player which will be operated nearby to
the projector within the control tent / vehicle. The audio feed will be taken to an
adjacent control point which controls the FM transmitter.

Audio
A standard feature of a drive-in type screening is the audience’s ability to tune their
car radio to receive the films soundtrack.
In this instance the FM transmitter is provided by the technical supplier as part of the
package, and this is located at the control position. They were also able to advise
us on the selection of appropriately licensed frequency.
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Event Management Considerations
Venue Plan
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Planning timeline
The following chart gives an idea of a sensible time-frame for the practical
‘Production’ aspects of the planning. In this instance the local authorities
requirements for the submissions of event plans in order to grant permission of use
were a critical factor, and extended the planning timeline to some extent.
It doesn’t factor in marketing and communications lead-times, which may extend
the planning further.
Time
6 months

ê
5 months

ê

Job
Initial Site visits and decision on site
Initial liaison with local authority and agreement on planning
timeline
Appointment of Event Manager
Agreement on core site layout and requirements
Initial consultation and costing with core suppliers: technical,
concessions, stewarding and security, temporary toilets, lighting
etc
Drafting of Event Documentation

4 months

ê
3 months

ê

2 months

ê
1 month

ê

Submission of first draft Event Management Plans including Risk
Assessments to local authority
Agreed specification and costs with core suppliers. Deposits
paid.
Detailed site plans and schedules drafted
Detailed traffic management plans drawn up
Detailed event planning and final deployment plans drawn up
with stewarding and security company
Submission of final draft Event Management Plans to local
authority
Event Management team booked
All outstanding booking charges paid. All suppliers confirmed
Event Schedule and briefing sheet emailed to all staff
Event equipment and consumables collated

0

THE EVENT DAY
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Event Schedule
The following schedule gives an idea of how we might expect the on-site activities
to run.
Time
Action
DAY PRIOR
AM
Bin delivery
AM
Hard Barrier Delivery
AM
Fire Fighting Equipment Delivery
AM
Event Equipment Load
PM
Site measure and marked out ready for event day
EVENT DAY
07.30
Arrive on site. Event Crew briefing and site induction.
08.00
Site Security in position on site.
08.00
Rope and post cordon lines installed across the site to establish safe
working areas.
09.00
Hard Barrier & Ballast delivery and configuration in screen area
09.00
Fire Fighting Equipment installed on site
10.00
Screen supplier arrives on site and begins screen install
AM
Delivery and installation of temporary toilets, generator, tower lights,
waste bins,
13.00
Installation of control tent, projector, FM transmitter
13.00
Power run to control point
14.00
Food Concessions arrive and sited
14.00
Testing of FM transmitter
14.00
Site marking for audience / car ingress and layout with area managers
17.00
Full event briefing with event managers and stewarding company
18.00
All stewards, box office and event crew in position
18.30
Site open to car / audience access
19.47
Sunset time GMT
20.00
Final focus and set of the image as the light drops
20.30
Feature Presentation
22.15
Event Crew in position on tower lights.
22.15
All stewards and area managers in position for car egress.
22.30
Film ends. Egress lighting turned on. Car egress begins
22.30
Projector, Transmitter, control point packed up
23.30
Last audience car leaves site
23.30
Food Concessions leave site
23.30
Screen deflated and packed away, cordon and equipment collected
23.30
Event Stewards deployment reduced to overnight site cover security
00.30
Technical supplier leaves site
00.30
Event Management leaves. Security there overnight.
NEXT DAY
AM
Collection of bins, barriers, ballast and remaining equipment
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AM

Security off-site, event manager off site. Site clear.

Summary of other Event Management Aspects:
Communication:

Concessions:

Disabled Access:

Documentation:
Event Management
Plans

Staffing:

Welfare:

Electricity:

Due to the particular nature of managing vehicle access
on this large site, 2-way radios will be essential for all event
staff and stewards.
Two catering concessions will be positioned at the back of
the viewing area offering a selection of refreshments and
snacks. We’ve agreed with the café in the park that the
concessions will be able to access water via an external
tap, and dispose of grey water down a drain located
nearby.
Any audience members with special access requirements
will attend the events in their own adapted vehicle so not
specific viewing area will be allocated.
Two of the temporary toilets onsite are accessible units.
Owing to the nature and complexity of the event, and
requirements of the local authority in order to grant
permission, we will engage the services of a event
management professional to support the planning process
and undertake drafting full Event Management Plans and
event Risk Assessments for the local authority and partners.
As well as the event management aspects, the
documentation will also include method statements and
risk assessments from all suppliers on site.
The event will be managed by our appointed Event
Manager, who will provide a small event crew on site as
well as front of house staff to manage arrivals, tickets etc.
We will also be working with a local stewarding company
who will provide a deployment to cover the event to
manage the vehicle access and egress and protect the
event infrastructure. We will work closely with the
stewarding company in the build-up to the event talk
through the processes of audience arrival and departure
and what roles are required across the site to ensure that
we have a suitable steward deployment planned.
Temporary toilets will be installed behind the vehicle area in
accordance with event guidelines based on 600 people
attending. The area will be lit with temporary flood-lights,
drawing power from the generator located here.
Concessions on-site to provide water on request.
Electricity will be drawn from two sources:
The screen fans will be powered from the permanent
power supply in the café building, with the technical
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Emergency Planning:

Fire Safety:

Lost Children:
Medical Provision:

Responsibilities:

Risk Assessment:

Temporary Structures:

contractor providing suitable distribution equipment to
extend to the screen area.
The projector/control point will be powered by a separate
unit located at the back of the event site, which will also be
used for flood-lighting the toilets. This generator will be
installed by a local provider. Due to the number of vehicles
accessing the site we need to protect the cable. Because
the grass is used as a sports pitch we are unable to dig a
trench for the cable, and so have opted for a length of
cable trunking to provide solid protection.
As a contingency measure against the café power failing,
the generator installed here has been specified with
capacity to run the screen motor and there is sufficient
cable on site to run through the site if this becomes
necessary.
Emergency management planning and procedures will be
developed as part of the event planning process, in
consultation with the stewarding company, and
documented in the Event Management Plans. Emergency
Procedures will be communicated to all event staff and
stewards via their briefings.
Similarly, a Fire Safety Plan and detailed Fire Fighting
Equipment (FFE) provision will be drawn up during planning,
and documented in the EMP.
Lost Children procedures will be undertaken by the
stewarding company, and included in the EMP
Assessment of required first aid cover will be undertaken
following best practice guidance from The Event Safety
Guide and in consultation with the First Aid Provider.
In this instance we have opted to up-scale the First Aid
provision to an on-site ambulance in order to provide
shelter to the First Aiders (and anyone receiving treatment)
in case of inclement weather.
Owing to the nature and complexity of the event and the
particular management requirements of getting the
audience vehicles on and off site, the management
structure on site will be clearly defined and recorded in the
EMP. Specific briefing sheets will be drawn up for area
supervisors and other key staff.
The EMP will include Risk Assessment of event management
procedures and practices, as well as appropriate Method
Statements and Risk Assessments from technical suppliers,
concessions, power providers etc.
The event includes temporary demountable structures in
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Traffic Management:

Waste:
Insurance:

the form of the screen and temporary gazebos. The event
plan will detail the management procedures relating to
these structures, including completions certificates and ongoing monitoring throughout the event.
As there are quite specific traffic management measures
relating to the event site these will be developed in detail
as part of the planning process and recorded in the Event
Management Plan. The plans will include the expected
process, key roles, responsibilities and staffing positions, and
contingency plans.
Waste management provision to be made in the form of
large wheelie bins delivered and collected from event site.
As event producers we will ensure that we hold adequate
Public Liability and Employers Liability cover for the events.
In addition all third party contractors and suppliers will
provide evidence of cover for their own activities and
equipment, and recorded in the EMP

Anything Else:
Alternative set-up:
Although we opted for a drive-in style event in this instance, there are lots of other
options we might have considered.
-‐
-‐
-‐

We could consider a PA system in the park to provide soundtrack playback.
the flat ground has excellent grass coverage which would work well with
deck chairs or even picnic blankets
The screen could quite easily be positioned further forward in the park
allowing people to use the natural rake of the bank to view the screen from.
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CASE STUDY #3 – Hard-standing, night, medium
scale

Photo: Tom Bailey

Site / Venue Overview
The venue is a hard-standing civic square in the middle of a busy city centre
shopping area. The screening events will take place every-night for 10 nights as part
of a local arts festival, and so there will be a presence on site for 12 days.
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

The ground is flat, paved, and in excellent condition
There is no existing electricity point in the square
There are public buildings on three sides who each require public access (on
foot) during the daytime.
These buildings are non-residential – i.e. they are closed and empty after
approximately 18.00.
The venue to the left of the site is one of the event partners, and has a huge
stair-case entrance facing the square
There are public toilets in the square
There is 24 hour security in the adjoining buildings, who will incorporate the
secured event site into their rounds throughout the period.
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Colin Babb [CC-BY-SA-2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
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Solution – Silent Cinema Event for 220 people
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Key Questions
Site/Venue:
Audience capacities and seating options:
We have decided to install a bank of temporary band-stand style seating into the
square offering seating for up to 200 audience members for each screening event
running over a 10 day screening period.
Clearly there is space to accommodate more in the square, but capping the
numbers made sense in terms of our projected audience numbers and the supplier
packages of silent cinema headphones and temporary band-stand seating unit.
As a ticketed event, it also means we can mark and manage the event area with
an entrance and box-office during the evenings, and pack down after each
evening so that the civic square remains a viable public space during the day.

Logical Layout:
The main route for pedestrian traffic during the day runs from the bottom to the top
of the square and so we’ve decided to install our event infrastructure in such a way
as to maximize this during the day, facing up towards the top building. In addition,
this means we can locate the generator against the building and keep the amount
of cable management across the square to a minimum.
As well as being the most practical layout, aesthetically this means that the
audience will have the impressive guildhall steps on their left and the council steps
on their right – emphasising the city-centre location.
In order to limit the footprint of the event site during the day we’ve decided to rearproject onto the screen. This keeps all the screen, projector and silent cinema
transmission equipment all at one end in the same manageable location.

Light:
Although there is a degree of street and office-light pollution there is not excessive
street lighting in the square itself, and our site visit during the times of the screenings
confirmed that light levels are acceptable for a screening event. In fact, as an
event partner, we’ve requested that the Guildhall leave the uplighters in their
columned entrance on, as it adds to the night-time ambience of the square.
Because we are rear-projecting through the screen material (and expect to loose
some brightness as a result) we plan to position the projector as near as possible to
the screen, and enclose it within a timber constructed frame to reduce light spill.
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Noise:
As a non-residential area there is no real concern about Noise complaints,
particularly as we are opting for a Silent Cinema event with no PA playback.
Although we don’t think it will present a problem, as a courtesy we have been
liaising with a neighboring performance venue to ensure they are up to date on our
plans and we can schedule our key audience arrival and departure times so they
don’t clash.

Weather:
As an outdoor event the screenings are subject to bad weather and in case of
extreme weather, possible cancellation.
To maximize our resilience we have booked a temporary seating stand with partial
roof, the box office and audio transmission equipment are all located in temporary
tent structures, and the screen and projector is housed in a timber framed structure
which has been painted black and weather sealed.
The Event Management Plans will include our monitoring and decision making
processes relating to bad weather and the event website, booking page, and
ticket terms and conditions also include our weather policy.

Screen & Sight-lines:
Because of the run of 10 consecutive evenings it was more economical to source
an ex-rental fast-fold rear-project screen measuring 16ftx9ft.
This will be built into a timber framed structure with sheet material skin which will
both prevent light-bleed and maximise the brightness of the image, and offer some
weather protection to the projector and input equipment. The screen will sit at 1.2m
high, and the structure will have removable panels on the two sides to enable fresh
air in in order to prevent over-heating of the projector when in use.
The raked seating offered by the temporary seating arrangement means that
sightlines are excellent for all ticketed audience members. In addition the Guildhall
steps will offer good sightlines for passing people, but no sound, obviously. For this
reason it’s important that there is good signage relating to the overall screening
programme, and a ticket sales point in the square selling tickets for other screenings
in the 10 day programme.
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Rear-projected screen within enclosed timber frame billboard style screen.

Licensing & Permissions:
Permission for use of Guildhall Square is granted by the local authority, and is in
accordance with a permanent premises license, which exists for the square and all
the events which take place there.
As event partners, The Guildhall has already secured permission in principle from the
local authority, subject to submission of adequate Event Management paperwork
and Risk Assessments to an agreed timeframe.
As a result we engaged the services of a small production company to undertake
the event management planning, documentation and on site management of the
event.

Content License
The film has been licensed via a non-theatrical screening license via Filmbank.

FM Transmission License
We secured a FM transmission frequency via Ofcom.

Image:
Projector:
We have engaged a local AV supplier and having shared detailed layout plans
and scaled site drawing, have negotiated a rate for the full 10 day period. They will
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be providing a unit offering 1920x1080 resolution, 7000 lumens, and provided with a
suitable fixed and zoom lens to ensure we’re covered. As the projector will not be
central to the screen we’ve also had to ensure the projector offers adequate
vertical offset.
Because of the duration of the hire we’ve agreed that the AV company will
provide a technician on the first evening, and that he will train a member of the
local event team (who is relatively technically competent) how to set up and
operate the projector for the following evenings. They have also agreed to provide
a mobile number and be on call throughout the hire period.

Source:
As we will be showing a range of films, some old and some new throughout the
period we have asked the AV supplier to provide a Blu-Ray player and DVD player.

Audio
The Silent Cinema kit has been sourced from a hire company who will arrive and
install the equipment on the first day.
Due to the on-going need for configuration and trouble-shooting throughout the
10-day programme, we’ve agreed that the hire includes a technician to attend
each afternoon and oversee the configuration of the head-sets, as well as the
distribution and collection each evening. He will require a local team of two
additional people to assist each day. Event Management Considerations
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Venue Plan
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Planning timeline
The following chart gives an idea of a sensible time-frame for the practical
‘Production’ aspects of the planning.
It doesn’t factor in marketing and communications lead-times, which may well
extend the time-frame further.
Time
5 months

ê

Job
Initial Site visits and meeting with key stakeholders to agree use of site
and dates of film programme.
Appointment of Event Manager to project
Research of key suppliers, seating options and site configuration options

4 months

ê
3 months

ê
2 months

ê
1 months

ê

Drafting Event documentation
Agreed specification and costs with core suppliers. Deposits paid.
Submission of first draft Event Management Plans including Risk
Assessments to local authority
Detailed site plans and schedules drafted
Detailed event planning and final deployment plans drawn up with
stewarding and security company
Event Management team booked
Detailed site plans and schedules drafted
Submission of final draft Event Management Plans to local authority and
key stakeholders
All outstanding booking charges paid. All suppliers re-confirmed
Event Schedule and briefing sheet emailed to all staff
Event equipment and consumables collated
THE EVENT
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Event Schedule
The following schedule gives an idea of how we might expect the on-site activities
to run.
Time
DAY PRIOR
09.00
09.00
09.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
DAY 1
09.00
10.00
10.00
14.00
14.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.30
21.30
21.45
22.15
22.15

23.30
DAY 2 to 9
10.30
10.30
11.00
12.00
14.00
17.00
18.00
18.30

Action
Fencing delivered – working area defined
Timber and carpenter on site – construction of screen structure
Fire Fighting Equipment delivered to site
Delivery and installation of generator and cable trunking
Rubbish Bins delivered
Pop-up tent supplier on site – tents installed
Screen structure complete
Event site made safe using Heras barrier
Event site handed over to security – event team off-site.
Fencing changed from overnight Heras to event state
Projector supplier on-site – projector installed in screen structure
Wireless headphone supplier on site. Headphones configured.
Food concession on site and set up
Seating supplier on site and set into position
Event staff on site. Briefing
Event positions.
Doors
Film screening
Film ends
Audience clear off site
Food concession off site
Event site configured for overnight.
-‐ Barrier swapped for heras around screen structure and seating
-‐ Projector, headphones, & other valuable equipment removed
to secure storage
-‐ Generator powered down and barrier secured
Event site handed over to security – event team off-site.
Event team on site
Barriers and site configured for evening show
Projector and equipment installed into screen structure
Wireless headphones prepared and configured for show
Food concession on site and set up
Event staff on site. Briefing
Event positions
Doors
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19.30
21.30
21.45
22.15
22.15
23.30

Film screening
Film ends
Audience clear off site
Food concession off site
Event site re-configured into overnight state and handed over to onsite security
Off site
Repeated each evening and night until the final screening on Day 10

DAY 10
10.30
10.30
11.00
12.00
14.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.30
21.30
21.45
22.15
22.00
22.15
22.15
23.00
23.30
DAY 11
10.00
10.00
14.00
16.00

Event team on site
Barriers and site configured for evening show
Projector and equipment installed into screen structure
Wireless headphones prepared and configured for show
Food concession on site and set up
Event staff on site. Briefing
Event positions
Doors
Film screening
Film ends
Audience clear off site
Food concession off site
Projector and headphones suppliers on site to collect equipment
Temporary seating supplier on-site. Bandstand loaded and off site
Power de-rigged and generator off site
Remaining infrastructure (screen structure and tents) barriered for
overnight
Site handed over to overnight security
Carpenter and crew on-site. Screen structure removed from site
Tent supplier on site – tents removed
Remaining equipment collected: fence, FFE, bins, cable trunking etc
Site clear
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Summary of other Event Management Aspects:
Communication:

Concessions:

Disabled Access:

Documentation:
Event Management
Plans
Staffing:

Welfare:

Electricity:

Emergency Planning:

Fire Safety:

To ensure smooth running of the events a small number of
2-way radios will be hired for the duration of the screening
programme.
A catering concession coordinated through one of the
event’s stakeholder organisations will provide refreshments
each day. They will be operating under the license of an
existing catering concession in a local venue. A tent will be
installed on site for the concession to operate from.
The civic square is fully DDS compliant and space for
wheel-chair users will be allocated on the front row of the
seating, which is at ground level.
Event Management Plans including Risk Assessments will be
drafted as part of the planning process and used to
communicate with the projects various stakeholders.
The event itself will be managed by our appointed Event
Manager, who will be working with a small event crew
during build and get-out, as well as the front of house staff.
There is a security presence in the neighboring buildings
who are also stake holders of the project. It has been
agreed that the event manager will have a mobile phone
number of the duty-manager for use during the day and
during events. In addition, the security will add the event
site to their security rounds throughout the night (cleared
up and barriered off in ‘over-night state’). Nevertheless, no
valuables will be left on site.
There are public toilets located in the civic square. Their
management team has been made aware of the
additional events on the square and possible need for
additional servicing.
The concession on site can provide drinking water.
An ‘event-specification’ bio-diesel generator will be
installed by suitable contractor at a suitable distance from
the civic square. The generator will be barriered off, and
cables housed in protective trunking will distribute power
into screen structure.
Emergency management planning and procedures will be
developed as part of the event planning process, in
consultation with the stewarding company, and
documented in the Event Management Plans.
Emergency Procedures will be communicated to all event
staff and stewards via their briefings.
Similarly, a Fire Safety Plan and detailed Fire Fighting
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Medical Provision:

Responsibilities:

Risk Assessment:

Temporary Structures:

Traffic Management:
Waste:
Insurance:

Equipment (FFE) provision will be drawn up during planning,
and documented in the EMP.
The FFE will be delivered and collected at the start and end
of our time in the venue to ensure it is in place throughout.
Assessment of required first aid cover will be undertaken
following best practice guidance from The Event Safety
Guide and in consultation with the First Aid Provider.
Although this event is relatively small scale it’s still useful to
have clearly defined roles and a staffing structure will be
clearly defined and recorded in the event plan. Each key
area or department will have a clear briefing, and will then
brief their staff e.g Front of House, Bar, Technical, Security.
Roles in the event of a Emergency Evacuation will also be
communicated to all staff.
The EMP will include Risk Assessment of event management
procedures and practices, as well as appropriate Method
Statements and Risk Assessments from technical suppliers,
concessions, power providers etc.
The event includes temporary demountable structures in
the form of the screen structure, pop-up tents, and
temporary bandstand style seating. The event plan will
detail the management procedures relating to these
structures, including completion certification etc.
N/A
Waste management provision to be made in the form of
large wheelie bins delivered and collected from event site.
As event producers we will ensure that we hold adequate
Public Liability and Employers Liability cover for the events.
In addition all third party contractors and suppliers will
provide evidence of cover for their own activities and
equipment, and recorded in the EMP
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Anything Else:
Over-night state:
The layout of the event has been planned so that it can be reduced to a relatively
contained footprint and protected by Heras style fencing each night.

Alternative layout options:
Using the Steps:
A logical alternative site configuration would be to install the screen facing the
Guildhall, and allow the audience to view from the raked seating offered by the
seating. Things to consider:
-‐
-‐

-‐

-‐
-‐

This would require installation of a PA system to provide playback to a large
number of people
Access to the steps would need to be managed, with access channels
maintained to allow people to move up and down the steps safely if the
space got busy.
Stone steps are unlikely to be comfortable over the length of a full length
feature-film. Perhaps this would work better for a rolling programme of shorter
content.
Shorter content may also assist with managing the risk of build-up of excessive
audience numbers.
Any PA would be installed facing the Guildhall. Tests may have to be carried
out to ensure there isn’t excessive sound bleed into Guildhall.

Onto the Guildhall:
Another potential configuration could have been a large scale projection onto a
screen installed onto the columns of The Guildhall.
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-‐

-‐

The screen installation would need to be designed, installed and signed off
by a suitably qualified sub-contractor working closely with The Guildhall’s
engineers.
The PA system could be located behind the screen – keeping visible
infrastructure to a minimum on site
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CASE STUDY #4 – Unusual Space - Indoors

Image: Shy Camera

Image: Shy Camera
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Site / Venue Overview
This venue is a derelict market space which has been empty for some time. The site
is due to be redeveloped at some point in the next two years and the developer
has begun to make the space available for event use in the meantime.
-‐ The space is huge, and very atmospheric.
-‐ There are some areas within the space where the roof is missing, and others
which are inaccessible due to unstable ground conditions and trip hazards
-‐ The space has one main entrance, and a second which can be used as a
second emergency exit.
-‐ There is a existing power on site, which we are able to use.
-‐ Other than that the building is a blank canvas and has been unused for a
long time.
-‐ There is no existing entertainment license for the venue so we will be issuing a
Temporary Event Notice to the council.
-‐ There is no permanent venue or emergency lighting
-‐ There are no existing toilet facilities on site.
-‐ There are no existing fire fighting equipment on site

Solution – Series of Cinema and Music events for 160
people a night
We are planning a ticketed, late night themed event, which will include a
temporary bar, feature film screening, and live music afterwards. The idea is to
create a screening event within a broader ‘pop-up’ style event context in order to
generate a buzz around the venue, generate ticket sales, and boost income from
the bar takings.
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Key Questions
Site/Venue:
Audience capacities and seating options:
Although the total venue could accommodate several hundred people without
issue we’ve decided to only use a specific area within the building, and limit our
capacity accordingly.
There are number of reasons for doing this.
-‐ Fencing off the majority of the space with picket fence will enable our guests
to enjoy the vast space, without having to make it all fit for purpose for the
event.
-‐ Similarly, in terms of installing emergency lighting, and event lighting we are
limiting the coverage we will need to the event space and emergency exit
routes, rather than the full space.
-‐ We have identified a good size space with intact roof in the event of bad
weather, which we will use for the actually screening space.
-‐ We intend to use deck chairs as the seating for the cinema event, and our
layout calculations show us that our screening area can accommodate 160
comfortably.
-‐ At these numbers the staffing and audience management measures will
remain viable for us as a relatively small management team.

Logical Layout:
We’ve decided to install the deckchairs in 12 rows of 14 chairs, with an aisle running
down the middle, and access on both sides.
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The screen will be positioned on a large flat wall to one end, and the projector
located behind the audience in a temporary shelter (a garden shed) raised up on
a platform made from donated pallets.
The bar is located at the back of the space, with a small stage also installed in this
area for live music after the screening. Temporary portaloo toilets have been
installed near the entrance.

Light:
The venue has no existing light fixtures in place, and there is very little light pollution
from surrounding street lights because the space is so large which is great for a
screening event as we have excellent control of the lighting.
On the other hand, because there is no venue or emergency lighting in place, we
will need to install this as part of the venue preparation. We have appointed a local
technical provider who will be installing some fixed floodlights onto the pillars in the
space, which will illuminate the space for arrival and after the film screening. In
addition they will be installing a line of festoon lighting through the main event
space and extending out both of the buildings exits. The festoon will be dimmable,
enabling it to be left on at a low level during the screening, whilst providing
adequate lighting for people to access the toilets or the exits in the unlikely event of
a need for evacuation.
In addition, and because the venue has no existing emergency lighting, we’ve also
had to bring in a suitable technical supplier to assess the space and install a system
of maintained emergency lighting. These lighting units are the sort you find in any
public venue, bar, theatre, or cinema and are a series of battery units with flood
lights. They provide a failsafe system of emergency lighting should our power source
fail during the event.

Noise:
The building does not have residential neighbours and at the time of our event we
expect the surrounding commercial properties to be closed for the night so we
don’t expect noise to be a problem.
Nevertheless, we have researched the local authorities guidance on Noise
management for events and included a Noise Management Plan with our
Temporary Event Notice submission. This will involve monitoring the sound levels
throughout the event.
In terms of the venue itself, because the venue is unusual and may offer
unpredictable acoustics we have requested that the provider of the PA systems for
both the screening event and live band has visited the site in advance of drawing
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together a specification and quotation so that they are well informed when
determining the optimum set-up in the space.

Weather:
The area of market building we have decided to use has a sound roof and so the
event will be able to continue in the event of bad weather.
Nevertheless, because the roof and fabric of the building cannot be assumed to
be completely sound, we have requested that all technical suppliers supply and
configure equipment as if it’s outside – this will ensure that all electricity distribution
will be weather-proof.
Although we expect the weather to be warm on the days of our event, the venue
is a large and drafty space, and our audience will be static for the duration of the
film. For this reason we’re providing optional blankets for the audience to wrap up
in, should they need to.

Sight-lines & Screen:
The configuration of the event space was in part based on our plan to paint the
screen onto the large wall at the front of our seating area. The wall is solid here and
we’ve decided to paint a screen onto the wall surface here measuring 24ftx13.5ft
(which provides a screen with 16:9 aspect ratio).
If we were looking at a long-term use then we would probably invest in some
specific screen paint which has Aluminum in the paint which serves to reflect light.
However, because it’s a pop-up event we’ve decided to use a good quality matt
finish paint, which will suffice for our needs, and is cheaper.
We plan to install the seating area to one side of the pillars in the space so
generally sight-lines are excellent. However, because we are using deck chairs in
which people lay quite far back and have a lower viewing position than in upright
seating, we’ve had to raise the screen up 3.5m from the floor. This meant a
scaffolding tower was required for painting the screen. Figure??: shows the
unobstructed sightline from the back row.
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Licensing & Permissions:
We have secured the permission of the buildings owners for our planned activities.
However, because the building does not hold a premises license and that activities
we are planning are licensable we will need to serve the local authority a
Temporary Event Notice (TEN) which informs them, and the local Police about our
planned event.
Given that the local authority and the local police can object to a TEN on various
grounds establishing a good dialogue in plenty of time is important, so that the
actual TEN becomes a formality. In this case we have been in contact with the
events and licensing departments and have incorporated their advice and
guidance into a comprehensive Event Management Plan which will be submitted
along with the TEN. As a result we are confident we will not encounter any
objections.

Content License
Because we are planning to screen a double bill of a popular TV show from the
1980s we have had to track down the screening rights from BBC Commercial, and
were able to negotiate a one-off payment.

Image
Projector:
We have contracted a local AV supplier to install and operate the projector for the
screening. Along with our screen size (24ft x 13.5ft), we provided them detailed site
plan showing the location of projector, throw distance, as well as the height of the
projector and screen.
They have specified a 1920 x 1080 HD projector at 6000 lumen (which is made
possible because of the level of control we have over light levels in the space). The
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lens which has been specified will provide us with the throw distance we need
(35m), as well as adequate vertical offset – which will enable us to project up to the
higher screen.
The projector will be housed in a temporary control point at the back of the space.
Locating it in a garden shed with lockable door will enable us to easily secure the
equipment after the screening whilst the bar and live music is still on.

Source:
The screen supplier will provide a Blu-Ray player which will be installed alongside
the projector in the control shed. The audio feed will also be taken from the Blu-Ray
player.

Audio
The PA equipment for the screening will be supplied by a local audio supplier.
Because the space is so large and echoey it was important that the audio supplier
conducted a site visit during the planning of the event so they could best design
the PA system.
On their advice we have decided to install a quality PA set up at the front of the
screening area, and delivered over three channels. Left, right and middle sub. This
not only works best for our constrained budget, but reduces the risk of soundbounce which may be a problem if a 5.1 system or repeater speakers were installed
in this large echoey space.
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Event Management Considerations
Venue Plan
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Planning timeline
The following chart gives an idea of a sensible time-frame for the practical
‘Production’ aspects of the planning.
It doesn’t factor in marketing and communications lead-times, which may well
extend the time-frame further.
Time
6 months

Job
Initial Site visits and go-ahead from property owners
Initial liaison with local authority, guidance on TEN process etc

5 months

4 months

3 months

2 months

Appointment of Event Manager to undertake event planning,
documentation and TEN process
Initial site meetings with key suppliers: AV, PA, venue and
emergency lighting, staging and bar suppliers, etc
Quotes back from key suppliers, equipment booked and
deposits paid as appropriate.
Meeting with stewarding and security company – draft
deployment schedule resulting.
Event Management Plan, site plans, and Risk Assessments
drafted for the event
Detailed scheduling, event plans, staffing levels, and build
process planned and communicated to all parties.
Draft Event Management plan submitted to local authority
events department for feedback
Changes incorporated into planning documents.
Build, event, and get-out staff booked

1 month

-1 week

Temporary Event Notice and Event Management Plan submitted
to local authority and Police
Final schedules and orders re-confirmed and communicated to
all parties.
10 working day FINAL deadline for Temporary Event Notice to
local authority and Police (ours already in)
Clear and clean of the space prior to event build

0

Event Build: Supplier deliveries, contractor installation, equipment
set up etc.
THE EVENT DAY

-2 weeks
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Event Schedule
The following schedule gives an idea of how we might expect the on-site activities
to run.
Time
-3 Days

Action
Site clearance and industrial cleaning contractor on site to clear
event site

-2 Days
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
-1 Day
AM
AM
AM
PM
PM
Event Day
07.30
08.00
08.00
09.00
09.00
09.30
10.00
11.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
16.00
18.00
18.00
19.00
20.00

Emergency Lighting contractor on site to install maintained lighting
system
Fire Fighting Equipment delivered and distributed in accordance
with event plans
Shed and pallets dropped off to rear of venue.
Access tower delivered to venue & built
Bins delivered and distributed
Screen painted on wall using access tower
Technical supplier installs flood and festoon lighting on pillars using
access tower.
Portaloos delivered to site and installed
Control shed built on pallet base
Access tower stowed
Picket fencing delivered
Picket fence installed to mark out working area for all contractors
and suppliers.
Bar suppliers on site and bar installation begins
Stage suppliers on site, unload, build begins
Deck Chairs and bar furniture delivered
Astro-turf flooring down
PA supplier on site – PA install begins.
Deck chairs laid out for screening
AV supplier on site – projector installed
Bar install finished. Stock delivered and bar stocked ready.
Projector and PA checked and configured using screen.
Sound-check for the stage with band
Scheduled finish for set-up – suppliers and contractors offsite
Event staff briefing at venue including box office, stewards and
security.
Bar staff back on site for final preperations
Doors
Screening start
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22.00
00.00
00.30
00.30
00.30
02.00
+1 Day
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
18.00

Film finishes. Live music starts
Last orders at bar. Music ends
Last public leave
Projector de-rigged and removed, PA removed from screening and
stage area.
Rubbish sweep of venue, furniture stacked, bar broken down and
stacked
Event management off-site. Overnight security on site in vehicle.
Clear-up team back to venue to continue
Pick up of Deck Chairs, Bar equipment, Stage kit, etc
Removal of flood and festoon lighting
Pick up of access tower
Pick up of FFE
Pick up of picket fence
Clear of venue
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Summary of other Event Management Aspects:
Communication:

Concessions:

Disabled Access:

Documentation:
Event Management
Plans

Staffing:

Welfare:

Electricity:

In order to effectively manage the event in this unusual
venue, as well as coordinate any emergency
management plan, 2-way radios will be essential for key
event staff, stewards, and security.
We will be installing a temporary bar as part of the event
serving a range of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks and
simple bar-snacks. We will be working with an experienced
freelancer with experience of installing and managing
temporary bars who will be managing the bar element. The
activities and timings of the bar are critical elements of the
Temporary Event Notice under which the event is operating
and adherence to this notice is critical.
The venue is at ground level and has generally good
ground conditions for accessible access. We will layout the
seating area with provision for wheel-chair positions. The
on-line booking form also requests information about
special access requirements so that staff can be briefed as
to any specific requirements.
Owing to the nature and complexity of the venue, the
measures necessary to make it fit for use as a
entertainment venue, and to reduce grounds for objection
to the Temporoary Event Notice under which the event will
run, we will engage the services of a event management
professional to support the planning process and undertake
drafting full Event Management Plans and event Risk
Assessments. As well as the event management aspects,
the documentation will also include method statements
and risk assessments from all suppliers and contractors on
site.
The event itself will be managed by our appointed Event
Manager, who will be working with a small event crew
during build and get-out, as well as the front of house staff.
We will also be working with a local stewarding and security
company who will provide a small number of SIA licensed
security staff to support the operation of the bar, as well as
provide overnight cover for the venue for the night prior to
the event when there is valuable equipment on site.
Temporary toilets will be installed in the venue in
accordance with event guidelines based on 180 people.
We will provide some lighting in the area.
The bar will provide drinking water.
Thankfully there is adequate existing power within the
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Emergency Planning:

Fire Safety:

Lost Children:
Medical Provision:

Responsibilities:

Risk Assessment:

Temporary Structures:

Traffic Management:
Waste:
Insurance:

venue, and this will be distributed to where it’s required by
the technical contractors, who will sign-off any temporary
installation.
Because the venue is not reliably weather-proof, all
temporary installations will be treated as if they are
outdoors and all contractors have been instructed to
specify appropriate equipment.
Emergency management planning and procedures will be
developed as part of the event planning process, in
consultation with the stewarding company, and
documented in the Event Management Plans.
Emergency Procedures will be communicated to all event
staff and stewards via their briefings.
Similarly, a Fire Safety Plan and detailed Fire Fighting
Equipment (FFE) provision will be drawn up during planning,
and documented in the EMP.
The FFE will be delivered and collected at the start and end
of our time in the venue to ensure it is in place throughout.
N/A - the event we’re planning is for adults only
Assessment of required first aid cover will be undertaken
following best practice guidance from The Event Safety
Guide and in consultation with the First Aid Provider.
Although this event is relatively small scale it’s still useful to
have clearly defined roles and a staffing structure will be
clearly defined and recorded in the event plan. Each key
area or department will have a clear briefing, and will then
brief their staff e.g Front of House, Bar, Technical, Security.
Roles in the event of a Emergency Evacuation will also be
communicated to all staff.
The EMP will include Risk Assessment of event management
procedures and practices, as well as appropriate Method
Statements and Risk Assessments from technical suppliers,
concessions, power providers etc.
The event includes temporary demountable structures in
the form of the stage. The event plan will detail the
management procedures relating to this structure,
including completion certificate.
N/A
Waste management provision to be made in the form of
large wheelie bins delivered and collected from event site.
As event producers we will ensure that we hold adequate
Public Liability and Employers Liability cover for the events.
In addition all third party contractors and suppliers will
provide evidence of cover for their own activities and
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equipment, and recorded in the EMP

SECTION 4: EVENT MANAGEMENT
Section one and two of this guide covered a range of considerations for organisers
which are specific to popup cinema events. Alongside these specific areas are a
range of event planning and management considerations which are applicable to
any event, and organisers have a duty to fully address.
Detailed exploration of these elements are beyond the scope of this guide, and
excellent guidance which reflects industry consensus over best practice already
exists in the form of:
The Purple Guide to Health, Safety, and Welfare at Music and Other Events
http://www.thepurpleguide.co.uk/
‘The Green Guide’ – Safety At Sports Grounds
http://www.safetyatsportsgrounds.org.uk/publications/green-guide
If organisers are in any doubt about their responsibilities relating to Event
Management and Health & Safety, we advise that they seek professional support in
the planning, documentation and delivery of events.

Checklist
The following incomplete checklist gives an idea of the areas which need to be
considered during the planning of any public event, particularly those taking place
outside of existing venues.
SITE / VENUE
• Access, Egress & Movement
o People
o Vehicles, including parking
• Capacity and audience layout
• Site Assessment
o Ground Conditions
o Existing Features
o Lighting
• Site layout:
o Location of Equipment
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•

o Services
o Fencing
Site Plan

EVENT PLANNING & MANAGEMENT
• Communication
• Concessions
• Accessibility Assessment
• Documentation – Event Management Plans
• On-site Schedule
• Planning Timescales
• Staffing
o Working with volunteers
o Stewards & Security
• Sustainability Assessment & Policy
• Weather
• Welfare
o Toilets
o Water
o Food & Drink
HEALTH & SAFETY
• Electricity
• Emergency Planning
o Emergency Procedures
o Emergency Lighting
• Emergency Services
• Fire Safety
• Lost Children / Vulnerable People
• Medical Provision / First Aid
• Noise
• Responsibilities
• Risk Assessment
• Temporary Structures
• Traffic Management
• Waste
• Weather
INSURANCE, PERMISSIONS & LICENSES
• Insurance
o Public Liability,
o Employers Liability
o Contractors Insurance
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•

o Hired Equipment cover
Permissions & Licenses
o Public Entertainment License
o Temporary Event Notice
o Premises License

SECTION 5: LINKS & RESOURCES
'The Purple Guide’ to Health, Safety and Welfare at Music and Other Events
www.thepurpleguide.co.uk

The Green Guide – Guide to Safety At Sports Grounds
http://www.safetyatsportsgrounds.org.uk/publications/green-guide
HSE - Five Steps to Risk Assessment:
Leaflet: http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg163.pdf

Additional forms and templates can also be
found: http://www.hse.gov.uk/risk/fivesteps.htm
Fire Safety Risk Assessment - open air events and venues
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1
4891/fsra-open-air.pdf
British Standard on Seating:
http://www.belb.org.uk/healthandsafety/documents/Emergency/british_standard_
on_seating.pdf
Temporary Event Notice Guidance:
https://www.gov.uk/temporary-events-notice
Information on licensing screen content via the Independent Cinema Office:
http://www.independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/resources/licensing/default.aspx
Attitude is Everything – Good guidnce on Assessing Accessibility
http://www.attitudeiseverything.org.uk/
Julies Bicycle – Sustainability in Events
http://www.juliesbicycle.com/
Lens Throw Ratio:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Throw_(projector)
‘Can do’ Guide for Voluntary Community Events. - (due late 2014)
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/can-do-guidance-will-make-organisingvolunteer-events-simpler
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Sunset Times:
http://www.timeanddate.com
FM frequency licensing:
http://www.ofcom.org.uk

Some Pop-Up Inspiration:
Rooftop Film Club – London
http://www.rooftopfilmclub.com/about.html
The Cineroleum:
http://assemblestudio.co.uk/?page_id=2
Films on Fridges:
http://scout-ltd.com/filmsonfridges/
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